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Conditions For Successful Dialogue

• Dialogue should challenge our ideas, 

reasons and assumptions.

• We don’t always have to arrive at an 

answer:  the dialogue is just as 

important as the end result.

• We co-construct meaning by 

accepting all responses have 

meaning, are valid and are valuable.



What is the difference between 

dialogue and conversation?



Conditions For Successful Dialogue

• Dialogue goes somewhere (whereas conversation might go 

anywhere)

• Dialogue is both between people and within people

• Dialogue is exploratory (whereas debate is disputational)

• Dialogue includes significant wait time

• Dialogue combines the sociability of conversation with the 

attitude of inquiry



Reviewing your Action Learning

What have you tried since our January workshop and what 

have you learned from your experience?

• On your own, write down 3 learning points for you.

• Share these with a partner.

• Based on your dialogue, add 2 further learning points to your 

list.

• Choose 1 learning point that you would be happy to share in a 

Talking Heads activity



Clustering

Create a group of 4 people, whose cards all have a 

connection to each other.

Make sure you can explain the connection between all 

of the cards in your group.



1. How does splitting students into small groups for 

discussion promote thinking and challenge?

2. Why is reflection important in the dialogue process?

3. Why is group sizing of 3-4 students important in 

cooperative learning?

Think-Pair-Share



Review

What did you notice about the climate for 

dialogue during that activity?

What conditions need to be present in your 

classroom to allow high quality dialogue?



‘If we want children to talk to learn 

– as well as learn to talk –

then what they say probably matters more 

than what teachers say’ 

Alexander (2004) 

Exploratory Talk



“Exploratory talk is that in which partners engage 

critically but constructively with each other’s ideas.  

Relevant information is offered for joint 

consideration. Proposals may be challenged and 

counter-challenged but if so, reasons are given and 

alternatives are offered. Agreement is sought as a 

basis for joint progress. Knowledge is made publicly 

accountable and reasoning is visible in the talk.”

Neil Mercer (2000)



The ultimate goal of Exploratory Talk 

is to provide guided induction into 

the practice of thinking intelligently…

...every student should be aware of 

its value and be able to use it 

effectively...



“However, observational research evidence suggests

that very little of it naturally occurs in classrooms 

when students work together in groups.”



Three Types of Talk

we might expect to hear when students are learning:

Cumulative talk

Disputational talk

Exploratory talk



Cumulative Talk

Positive and uncritical exchanges 
between speakers adding up to an 

accumulation of ‘common knowledge’ 

and a sense of ‘harmony in our group’.

Characterised by:

repetitions, 

confirmations and 

elaborations.



Cumulative Talk
Four students are looking at a map together 

and trying to decide which is the best place 

to build a settlement.

Student 1:  I think (this) is the best place (points 

to the map).

Student 2:  Yeah, me too.  I would go with that 

because it’s near the river and the trees.

Student 3: Good idea.  That makes it safe and 

there’s water to drink.

Student 2: And wood for building.

Student 4: (nods).

Student 1: Excellent – so we all agree on this 

choice?

All: Yes! (high fives all round)



Disputational Talk

Negative, critical exchanges concentrating 
on difference, competition and winning. 

There is little attempt to pool resources 
and mistakes are heavily criticised.

Characterised by:

short exchanges, 

assertions, challenges 

and counter-assertions. 



Disputational Talk

Three students discuss their design for a toy car.

Student 1: We’ll put big wheels on the back and paint skulls on the front.

Student 2: I hate drag racers, can we not make it a Ferrari?

Student 1:  Don’t be stupid, we’re making it out of wood.  How’s it going to look like a Ferrari you idiot!

Student 2: But drag racers are ugly…

Student 1: No they’re not…

Student 2: They are!

Student 1: Well, I don’t think so.

(silence for a few seconds)

Student 2: Anyway, we haven’t got any bigger wheels.

Student 1: We can get some – that’s easy.

Student 2: Look, just change this bit here (starts to erase some of the design on paper)

Student 3:  Get off man! Don’t ruin it.  I’m not starting again! You’re being stupid. 

Miss (shouting across to the teacher) he’s spoiling our work.



Exploratory Talk

Critical but constructive exchanges between 

speakers. 

Statements are offered with the expectation 

of challenge but challenges are justified and 

alternative ideas are offered. 

The competition is between ideas not 

individuals, so changes of mind do not 

mean loss of face.

Characterised by:

longer exchanges, use 

of questions, reflection, 

explanation and 

speculation.



Review

Cumulative talk

uncritical, affirmative, repetitive

Disputational talk

negative, critical of 

one another, competitive

Exploratory talk

constructive, critical of

ideas, challenging

Thinking about all the 

discussions today up to 

this point, what type of 

talk was evident and 

when did it occur?



Exploratory Talk

Rupert Wegerif (1996);

“Exploratory talk is a kind of interaction which combines explicit reasoning 

through talk … within a co-operative framework of ground-rules

emphasising the shared nature of the activity and the importance of the 

active participation of all involved.”

Kathryn Bullen et al (1999);

“…maximising collaborative learning in the classroom requires careful 
preparation. Fundamental to this is the development of a structure within 

which exploratory talk is encouraged and supported through the use of 

explicit ground rules negotiated by the learners. Such ground rules could 

enhance the quality of the learning that takes place in the classroom.”



Ground-Rules for Talk

help to create an environment in which students;

• Have a greater sense of ownership of the learning

• Learn to work collaboratively and to trust each other

• Recognise that we are all part of a learning group in 

which different views need to be expressed, explored 

and challenged



Generate Rules for Talk



Generate Rules for Talk

What do 
you think?

Why do 
you think 
that?







Bradley Barton Staff Rules for Talk

• Be respectful of the person talking and give 

them your full attention

• Everyone should have the opportunity to say 

what they think

• Be open to other people’s views and be 

willing to change your own

• Ask questions to challenge other people’s 

views

• Remain focused on the key question you are 

discussing



Which of these is the best question?

1. Why do you say that?

2. Do you know what to do?

3. Which high level thinking skill are you currently using?

4. What answer did you get?

5. If John is right in what he says, then does that change 

our thinking a bit or not?

6. So- what do you need to do next?

7. What do you do when you multiply a fraction by a 

fraction?

8. How successful were you in your learning today?



Average “wait time”:

Average length of student talk:

Effect of waiting 3+ seconds:

It depends on your 

reason for asking the 

question.



Questions

.. a process of thinking and learning

Questioning

.. a skill to learn, practice and develop

.. are all valid.

.. have no inherent character



inspired

learning
All About IntentTrue or False?

• Closed questions are bad, open questions are good.

• Teachers naturally question well.

• Closed questions produce lower-order thinking, open 

questions produce higher order thinking.

• Open questions slow the pace of the lesson.

• Open dialogue can go anywhere, and the teacher ‘loses 

control’ of direction.

• Only the person answering is doing any thinking.

• Challenge is for the most able students.

• When students are struggling, they need the answer.

• Once a student gets the right answer, stop asking 

questions.

• For open questioning to work, there should be no ‘right 

or wrong’ answer.



inspired

learning
All About IntentQuestioning Mindframes

• You can only judge a question in the context of the sequence 

in which it is placed.

• Questioning is a skill that needs practice and refinement to do 

well.

• It’s not about the first question you ask, it’s about how you 

respond to the student’s answer that really matters.

• The students answering are verbalising their thinking, but 

everyone should be internalising ideas (thinking) during 

effective questioning.  Answering the teacher is not the only 

outcome of questioning!

• Challenge is for everyone.

• When students are struggling, help them find strategies to 

cope with difficulty so they learn self-efficacy.

• Hold onto answers lightly.  Even if the students give the right 

answer, they can still be challenged to think beyond their first 

response.

• There is more than one possible right answer, or more than 

one way to reach an answer.



All About Intent

There is no such thing as a

‘good question’, or a ‘bad question’.

What matters is the reason you  

have for asking the question,

and then how you respond to 

the answers you get to it...



Questioning should enhance the learning activity 

and accelerate progress towards the learning goal.

Know your intent

Plan your responses

Stay silent (and listen)



KNOW YOUR INTENT

There is 

nothing 

wrong with a 

closed 

question. 

Sometimes it 

is the perfect 

question to 

ask.

• Test current   

knowledge

• Check for 

understanding

• See if the 

student was 

listening.



Work out…

86 x 12 + 17
(86 x 10)+(86 x 2) + 17

(80 x 12)+(6 x 12) + 17

Use a calculator

(90 x 12)-(4 x 12) + 17

(12 + 17) x 86



Initiate

Respond Explore



Initiate

Explain

Extend

The opening move, which establishes the starting point 

for questioning.  This should relate to your current 

teaching point, and therefore intent.

The how and why question; the students could give a 

reason or say how they arrived at an answer.  The focus 

is on process or clarification.

Demonstrates an understanding and perception, 

so is usually opinion, connection, challenge, or 

comparison.  This part of the sequence may 

include cognitive conflict, agree and disagree, or 

similar and different.  More use of subject-

specific language.

The Funnelling Technique



Initiate

Explain

Extend

What is 42 x 4?

How did you work it out?

Could you have done it any other way?

Funnelling: Planning a questioning sequence in maths



How did you work it out ..?

Could you have done it any other way ..?

Who became king of England  in 1485 ..?

Funnelling: Planning a questioning sequence in history

Initiate

Explain

Extend



The Funnelling Technique

Initiate

Explain

Extend



What is your 

decision?

What are the 

strongest reasons?

What are the pros 

and cons of a 

country being ruled 

by a monarch?

Extend

Initiate

Explain

Funnelling: Planning a questioning sequence to reach a 

conclusion or resolution.



The Funnelling Technique

Explain

Initiate

Extend



• What are you struggling with?

• Why is this one difficult?

• What have you already tried?

• Have you done anything like this before?

• What did you do last time?

• Is there anything you’ve not tried?

• Is there anyone else who could help?



p.54

Choose 3 – 5 

to practice …



Culture of Reasoning:

teacher standpoints

I am interested.

I am curious.

I respect your ideas.

I believe you can face 

this challenge.

I will give you the 

space you need.





Effective Questioning should:

1. Make students think

2. Make students talk

3. Share perspectives

4. Focus on process, not answers

5. Make students reflect



Being listened to...



Average “wait time”:

0.8 seconds

Average length of student talk:

1.3 seconds

Effect of waiting 3+ seconds:

Longer answers

More volunteers

More questions asked

Less ‘tumbleweed’

Budd Rowe (1972)



Think Pair Share



Typical Questioning Sequence in Classrooms

I

R

E

nitiate

espond

valuate



Typical Questioning Sequence in Classrooms

I

R

E

nitiate

espond

xplore
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